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MINUTES 

 
Attendees 

First name Surname Borough 

Emma Adams ARP Energy Services 

Syed Ahmed Energy for London 

Jesper Akesson The Behaviourlist 

Malcolm Bell Croydon 

Jon Buick Merton 

Francesca Campagnoli Kingston 

Maddy Clifford Q-Bot 

Gill Cox Haringey 

Mark Dallen EDF 

Justine Dornan Kensington and Chelsea 

Sharon  Dorrington SGN 

Simon Evans Osborne Energy 

Elizabeth Fonseca Hammersmith & Fulham 

Helen George Lambeth 

Kelly Greer ACE 

Helen Guo Sutton 

Richard  King SGN 

John Kolm-Murray GLA 

Daniel Ludgate Cenergist 

Rodrigo Matabuena Sutton 

Amita  Mehta Ealing 

Rachael  Mills SE2 (secretariat) 

Lizzie Monksfield National Grid Affordable Warmth Solutions  

Martin O'Brien Lewisham (chair) 

Lucja Paulinska Islington  

Lee-Ann Perkins SHS 

Rory Prendergast Hounslow 

Giles Read Thinking Works  

Shadia Snelling Kingston 

Jessica Turner Lewisham 

Neil Walker Watford 

Soscha Wood Groundwork London 
 
  



Apologies 
 

First name Surname Borough 

Bob Clegg Bromley 

Fran Evans Camden 

Rob Marjoram Scottish Power 

Lochlan McDonald City 

Neil Pearce Barking & Dagenham 

Nimish Shah Waltham Forest 
 

All slides from the meeting are available to download at 

https://www.aleo.org.uk/london/meetings/index.php?i=i&event_id=20050704224411  
 
 
1. National policy overview  

Martin O’Brien, ALEO London Chair 
 
1.1 ALEO business 

- We are pleased-to confirm that Shadia Snelling has agreed to step in as acting Vice-Chair of 
ALEO London.  The post will be voted on, along with any new Committee member nominees 
at the AGM in May/June. 
 

- Rory Prendergast was presented with his ALEO Award, as he’d been unable to make the 
national conference ceremony.  Hounslow were praised for their work with Groundwork 
London in getting traction with public health colleagues. 

 
1.2 National activity since last meeting (September 2017) 

ECO & LA Flex 
- The national picture on funding is disjointed so it’s important local authorities engage with 

ECO Flex.  18 SOIs are now signed off across the London Boroughs (even if they’re not 
published), which is over half so well done.  ALEO London wants to encourage and support 
others to do the same (eg templates, influencing senior managers) so do let us know if we 
can help.  Action: MOB to write to all CEOs who haven’t published a SOI yet (unless 
members instruct him not to) 
 

- Linked to this, ALEO London has contacted all obligated parties to find out what ECO 
funding is available.  Responses have been received from all of the Big 6 and a few of 
others.  Action: RM to circulate outcomes with supplier contact details. 

 
- ALEO National is collecting ECO Flex case studies on behalf of BEIS.  They don’t have to be 

long.  Action: If you have any, please email to rob.leeson@aleo.org.uk by 30th January.  
 

- An ‘ECO3’ announcement is expected ‘soon’. 
 
Other national updates 
- In October, BEIS published the Clean Growth Strategy which has been fairly well received 

although details of how aspirations will be met are missing.  The strategy commits to ECO 
at current levels until 2028.  It also restates the fuel poverty target (all fuel poor homes 
band E by 2020), and has the further ambition of all homes band E by 2035. 

 
- BEIS is consulting on strengthening the regulations to bring PRS properties to EPC band E, 

intended to introduction in April 2018.  The consultation proposes a new cap of up to 
£2,500 per property.  Most commentators view this as inadequate in terms of tackling the 
issues.  The consultation runs until 13 March 2018.  
 

- BEIS and Ofgem have both proposed caps to the Single Variable Rate (SVT) tariff that 
energy suppliers offer.  Ofgem will be extending the PPM cap to all those eligible for Warm 
Home Discount in April.  BEIS’s plans are unclear. 
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- Ofgem have announced changes to the Fuel Poor Network Extension Scheme, which means 
that eligibility will not be based on ‘low income, high cost’, HHCRO and ECO Flex criteria.  
To qualify under the current criteria, applications must be made by 31.7.18, with 
connections in the ground by 2019. 

 
- The Committee on Fuel Poverty published its annual report, slamming funding for being 

insufficient and unfocused.  There was also a focus on data and interest in how the 
forthcoming Digital Economy Act will allow central government to make information 
available to local authorities. 
 

- In November, EST were appointed by Ofgem to operate the new voluntary redress scheme.  
Applications for the new scheme have to be led by charities (though local authorities can 
be partners): this is felt to be short-sighted and considered disappointing by ALEO. 
 

- Also in November, NEA launched their Warm Homes Campaign: see 
http://www.nea.org.uk/campaigns-policy/warm-homes-campaign/ for further details. 
 

 
2. GLA Update 

John Kolm-Murray, GLA 
 
Fuel Poverty Action Plan 
- The consultation closed in November: 20 responses were received (more were received for 

the London Environment Strategy as a whole) and the GLA team are now analysing them.  
The Plan was generally welcomed and no radical changes are expected.  The final Plan will 
be published in the next few months. 
 

- The Fuel Poverty Action Plan has 3 strands: 
1. Boosting incomes: this has started to be delivered already, with £500k committed for 

London referral schemes to 2021.  7 bids were received and are currently being 
assessed.  It is hoped that existing schemes will be supported to expand, rather than 
establishing new schemes.  Phase 1 will run from February 2018-March 2019, with phase 
2 launching in the autumn.  Income maximisation is also being expored: welfare rights 
advice within Boroughs is now limited, and those with internal teams are swamped. 
 

2. Improving energy efficiency:  the successors of Better Boilers, £10m has been 
commited to 2021 for improvements to heating (new and replacement systems) and 
insulation.  The scheme will be managed by the EST and works delivered by Retrofit 
Works.  Funding will be aimed at owner occupiers initially (though will later be 
extended to the PRS) and capped at £4k per household.  Match funding (eg from ECO) is 
encouraged: the scheme is likely to link to LA Flex and so Boroughs are encouraged to 
publish their SOI as soon as possible – it’s be best way to make sure your vulnerable 
customers are eligible.  To participate, you’ll need to sign up to a data-sharing 
agreement with EST, and to get data back from the scheme, a data-sharing agreement 
with Retrofit Works too. 

 
3. Energy supply company: the GLA is aiming to start procurement for this soon.  They 

have consulted widely, but would welcome further input so please get in touch for 
more information or to get involved.  

 
- A Fuel Poverty Partnership will also be established, bringing together senior representatives 

from local authorities, the health sector, social care etc, and co-chaired by Shirley 
Rodriguez and Matthew Ryder (both Deputy Mayors).  The Partnership will have a scrutiny 
role.    ALEO London are expected to be invited to be involved. 
 

- The Fuel Poverty Action Plan will be launched at an event on 31 January.  Action: RM to re-
circulate the invitation to members. 

 
Other activities 
- Online database of rogue landlords 
- Open source EPC data model 

http://www.nea.org.uk/campaigns-policy/warm-homes-campaign/


- Guidance on use of data to identify fuel poor -  particularly in light of the new GDPR.  The 
GLA is keen to encourage consistency of approach across the Boroughs 

- Building the health evidence base 
- Lobbying – including the devolution of ECO powers (like in Scotland) and closing of 

loopholes in MEES. 
- The future of REFIT and RENEW are being considered: it might be that they merge 
- The Community Energy Fund has proved very popular, with more applications than funding 

available. 
 

- In summary, the GLA is doing lots and want to work in partnership with the Boroughs.  

We’re also supportive of sub-regional working, and wonder if/how ALEO can help support 

collaboration in East London. If you have any ideas about any plans for London, please 

contact John at john.kolm-murray@london.gov.uk  

Q1 Can you tell us more details about the heating programme?  Can the scheme be used as 
match-funding? 

A1 More details will be revealed at the launch on 31st January but yes, match funding is 
encouraged as we want the money to go as far as possible.  Do please get your SOIs done! 

 
Q2 Who will enforce MEES?  Trading Standards or Housing Enforcement? 
A2 It’s complicated!  It would make sense for it to be done by one team, but it’s unlikely to be 

a priority for Trading Standards. 
 
Q3 The GLA is consulting on the London Plan: will this include guidance on solid wall insulation? 
A3 The Supplementary Planning Guidance (SPG) on Sustainable Development will be updated 

soon so this is the place for the SWI details.  GLA planners are broadly supportive, although 
their role is more strategic than Borough planners. 

 
Q4 When will the CAG fuel poverty report be published? 
A4 We’d like to publish it but it’s unlikely to be the full version.  It’s been noted that the 

Boroughs are asking for publication. 
 
3. Islington Community Energy Fund 

https://www.islington.gov.uk/energy-and-pollution/energy/community-energy-fund  
Lucja Paulinska, London Borough of Islington 
- This is the third community energy fund in London, after the GLA and Camden.  The 

objectives of the scheme are: 
• To support Islington residents to reduce their energy use and carbon emissions  
• To support Islington residents in moving toward cleaner sources of energy  
• To support Islington residents to achieve affordable energy 

 
- The Community Energy Fund aims to help community groups develop and deliver energy 

projects which will benefit Islington residents.  Executive Members are keen to support 
community groups in the Borough.  We want to encourage innovation and strong 
partnerships.   
 

- There is £100k of funding over 2 years in 3 funding streams 
• Stream 1: feasibility – up to £2.5k 
• Stream 2a: funding for existing projects – up to £10k for advice, £15k for capital 
• Stream 2b: funding for new projects that have come through Stream 1 – funding 

levels will depend on applications 
 

- The scheme was launched on 27th November 2017.  The call for applications closes on 31st 
January 2018 .  Initial assessments are carried out at Officer level, before being passed on 
to Islington Council Affortable Energy Board for approval.  The projects are expected to be 
delivered between March and August 2018.  The next round of funding will be launched in 
March, possibly tweaked to encourage more advice projects. 
 

Q1 Do you have carbon saving targets / monitoring? 
A1 Stream 1 projects are asked to anticipate their carbon savings and say how they’ll measure 

them.  2a projects are expected to have more data as they are existing projects and are 
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asked to evidence it.  However, there’s no carbon saving targets or a desired carbon 
saved/£. 

 
Q2 Do you consider air pollution? (eg biomass boilers  have a negative impact) 
A2 It’s not an aim of the fund, although some of the schemes will probably have an air 

pollution impact. 
 
Q3 What status must the community groups have to apply? 
A3 They must be constituted with charitable aims and have a bank account. 
 
Q4  Do the community groups have to show Best Value and get 3 quotes for works etc? 
A4 No – we expect many will already have delivery partnerships and agreements in place.  

However, we will advise them on local authority best practice. 
 
Q5 How are the applications scored / assessed? 
A5 The scoring methodology is easy to understand.  Officers carry out an initial review to make 

sure the applciations are complete and compliant, and do a first scoring.  The Board 
(comprising Officers, Executive Members, Senior Management, etc) then also scores the 
applications and makes the final decision. 

 
Comment Community Energy London (http://communityenergy.london/) helps community 

groups share best practice, discuss barriers/challenges and is becoming the central 
voice for community groups on London.  Do please spread the word to your local 
groups. 

 
4. Big Energy Saving Network 

Soscha Wood, Groundwork London 
- Groundwork London has secured BESN funding to train frontline staff.  7 Green Doctors have 

a target of 250 trainees by the end of March 2018 – and we’d like to offer this to the 
London Boroughs.  The training could be for officers, community groups, healthcare 
professionals, carers, etc, and can be tailored to fit your needs and time available.  The 
training aims to promote small actions, such as Warm Home Discount applications, the 
Priority Services Register and switching.  It can also include informaiton about the new GLA 
programmes.  For more information or to book a session please contact 
soscha.wood@groundwork.org.uk  
 

5. Fuel Poverty Model 
Lee-Ann Perkins, Sustainable Home Survey Company  
- SHS has had various funding over the last 3 years enabling them to carry out over 600 fuel 

poverty assessments.  We’ve realised that these are time-consuming, expensive, intrusive 
and are draining funds from capital measures, so we’ve developed a model to identify fuel 
poverty using public data at a lower cost.  In 2015 SHS were awarded a grant of support and 
consultation from Ashoka, and through their social enterprise support connected with 
Cadent Affordable Warmth Solutions who were very interested in the model and became 
their grant funders for this fuel poverty modeling project. 
 

- There are 3 principles to the model: 

• It’s designed with LAs in mind 
• It uses publicly available data to the fullest extent possible to keep assessment 

costs down 
• Data science and machine learning are is used to make it accurate – which is where 

The Behaviourlist comes in, providing insights on behavioural science to increase 

uptake once the fuel poor have been identified. 

 

- SHS have consulted with a group of LAs throughout the process.  They hope to have a click-

through proto-type ready for sharing in early February, and to launch a full version in 

March. 

 

- The model has been applied to all EPC households.  SHS are using actual data (from their 

surveys) to train the algorithm, making it a predictive, learning model.  Enhanced features 

http://communityenergy.london/
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will include a prediction confidence indicator (ie how confident are we in this data) and a 

poverty gap indicator to help LAs prioritise support.  SHS are also working on a feature to 

enable LAs to upload their own data, making the model even more accurate. 

 

- There are of course challenges, including regional differences (the real-life data so far has 

all been from London), the lack of data standardisation and ensuring strict data protection. 

 

- Next steps for the model will be to include other data sets and to make the outputs useful 

for LAs in other ways (eg HECA reporting, information for grant bids).  SHS is keen to align 

the tool with GLA and government schemes, and are also keeping an eye on the 

accessibility of data.  

  

Q1 EPC data doesn’t cover all homes.  Do you give a weighting where data is missing?? 

A1 I’ll have to check.  However, sometimes it  might also be useful to find out where EPC data 

is missing. 

 

Q2 BRE does lots of stock modelling for the English Homes Conditions Survey.  They’ve 
modelled every household in every Borough. 

A2 We’d be interested in talking to them to see where there’s overlap and to compare. 
 
Q3 Are you able to enhance the data in other ways? 
A3 We’d have to have a look, but open to suggestions! 
 
Q4 What have you found works best when trying to engage the hardest to reach households, for 

example the elderly who are not online or are cautios. 

A4 The Behaviouralist has done lots of experiments with multi-channel communication.  
Sometimes just a leaflet or letter works best with messages like ‘please be at home and 
answer the door when we call’ 

 
Q5 The smart meter roll out offers a great opportunity to engage with the elderly.  Could 

leaflets be left in the homes of the targeted fuel poor? 
A5 Absolutely!  That’s exactly what we’re hoping the tool will be used for 
 
 
6. Members Round Table 

London Boroughs 
- Croydon: using legacy S106 money for new Healthy Homes programme: awarding contract 

during 2nd week of February.  We’ll be in touch with neighbouring Boroughs for information 
about their schemes, as many of the organisations and landlords we will be engaging with 
also have clients and tenants in other boroughs.  

- Ealing: have published their statement of intent. 

- Hammersmith and Fulham / Kensington and Chelsea: we’re still running Healthier Homes 
and are bidding for funds to extend it.  We’re also working with the West London sub-
region. 

- Hounslow: our SOI has just been published. Better Homes, Better Health continues to run 
with Groundwork London. 

- Islington: as well as the Community Energy Fund we’re also: 
• Beginning to see ECO installs through our partnership with EDF 
• Working on improving the quality of the leads we receive 
• Expanding SHINE 
• Continuing our work on Angelic Energy 

- Kingston: we’re rolling out SHINE in the Borough and also have a Warm Homes Health 
project.  Our Environmental Management Plan has been approved, which gives a steer on 
our Carbon Offsetting Fund. 



- Lambeth: we’re rolling out SHINE too.  It launched on 12th October and we’ve been pleased 
with the results so far.  Our Elected Members have also expressed an interest in energy 
supply and so we’re keeping a keen eye on the GLA offering. 

- Lewisham: in line with the GLA’s new fuel poverty fund  we’ve been re-establishing sub-
regional links in the south east, including the boroughs as well as local third sector groups. 

- Merton: fuel poverty fell away during a restructure but we’re refocusing now.  We’re 
piloting two projects through our own community energy fund.  One of these, £46k to help 
top-up funding for measures, is being run by Retrofit Works. 

- Sutton: fuel poverty has been in limbo but we’re beginning to rebuild links and create local 
networks.  

- Watford: Hertforshire has launched a joint scheme, with 10 districts/boroughs working 
under the 1 county council.  7 of the 10 have published their SOI, with the other 3 close to 
publishing too. 

 
Associate Members 
- ACE: our big news is that we’re merging with the Association for Decentralised Energy 

(ADE) and are busy transition planning (ACE Research will remain).  We have some funding 
from Ebeco to extend our PRS work: we’ve got some fascinating early results from 
interviews and hope to have a stakeholder workshop in early May.  We’re also running a 
PRD Coalition on MEES.  We’d also like to gather PRS case studies, from both tenants and 
landlords of F&G rated homes: we were approached before Christmas by the Times and this 
could happen again! 

- Affordable Warmth Solutions: don’t forget the Warm Homes Fund deadline is 9th Feburary. 

- ARP: ECO funding for social housing will only be around this year so do come and talk to us 
now if you have potential stock. We’re doing a lot of extraction work, and attracting ECO 
funding for the refill. Sustainable Homes is undertaking a piece of work no the impacts of 
EWI (in light of Grenfell).  They’ll be hosting an invitation-only event in March, which will 
hopefully lead to a White Paper. 

- Cenergist: we’re working with Islington, Camden & Hackney on water, LEDS, district 
heating, heat pumps.   

- EDF: We’re supporting SHINE in Islington and 7 other London Boroughs.  We’ve had about 
50 leads although some have dropped out, mainly because boilers can’t be fully funded (so 
GLA fuel poverty funding is very welcomed to help fill this gap) 

- Energy for London: Community Energy London now has a funded post – Fleur Disney: she 
should be the point of contact for all London Boroughs.  Community Energy London is 
looking to issue awareness raising/guidance on community energy to prospective councillors 
ahead of the May local elections 

- Osborne Energy: we’ve got a couple of PV / battery-storage models that we’re looking to 
pilot and attract funding for.  Get in touch with simon@osborneenergy.co.uk  if you’re 
interested in more details 

- Q-Bot is doing installs with Islington and Camden and is gathering more before/after data 
and case studies.  Underfloor insulation is a secondary measure in ECO but we’re lobbying 
for it to be a measure in it’s own right 

- Thinking Works: we’re working with Kingston, Richmond and Wandsworth.  We’re also 
provinding an advice service for Wandle HA, through a funded post that sits within Citizens 
Advice. 

- SGN:  we’re finding that where we can extend the gas network for the fuel poor, there is 
then a problem funding the heating system. 

  
7. AOB and date of next meeting 

- Action: please let us know if you can host and ALEOL meeting 
- Action: we’re looking for new Committee Members from the London Boroughs– do get in 

touch if you need more information 
 

- Date of next meeting: Thursday 3rd May, 9.30am-12.30pm 
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